
 
 
 

Healthy aging is possible!  
 

With a natural product, known since ancient times 
extract from plants!  

Our active product protects and promotes telomere 
elongation, hence the name "TELOBOOSTER"  

Enjoying his retirement in good health for as long as 
possible!  

See grow its children and even great grandchildren, 
Living life, other than in a wheelchair or bed  

IT IS NOW POSSIBLE THROUGH TELOBOOSTER! 
HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE? 

 
 
 
 



• Telomerase is the main agent of protection of telomeres during cell division. Recent tests, 
especially on mice, have shown the effectiveness of certain plants, while determining that 
these plants have no carcinogenic effect.  

• Scientific evidence has established that the TELOBOOSTER maintained telomere length 
throughout the aging or lengthening the telomeres in human cells. 

HOW  DOES THE TELOBOOSTER WORK ? 
Telomeres are the ends of chromosomes 
and have a vital role in protecting their 
integrity. Telomeres are formed by 
tandem repeats of a DNA sequence 
which is conserved throughout 
evolution.  
The function of telomeres is to protect 
chromosome ends from erosion and DNA 
degradation activities to ensure the 
proper functioning and viability of cells. 
Telomerase is an enzyme that is capable 
of maintaining telomeres length and 
repair short telomeres. Healthy cells 
generally produce little or no telomerase 
and, thereby, telomeres shorten 
gradually during successive rounds of cell 
division, until they reach a critical length 
that triggers cell death or senescence.  
 

TELOBOOSTER promotes the protection of telomeres 
and, according to numerous scientific studies, 
contributes significantly to extend the life of cells. 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 



TELOBOOSTER EFFECTIVENESS 

 Although telomere length decreases with age in the life of every day, all 
humans belonging to our group found an increase in telomere length after 
one year of treatment with our blend of natural products. 

•   
According to scientific literature, this means that all humans belonging to 
our group have increased their life expectancy after only one year of 
treatment.  

• It is important to note that recent studies have correlated the likelihood of 
developing certain types of cancer and the presence of short telomeres in 
humans.Most of all he TELOBOOSTER helps protect telomeres,thereby 
increasing telomere length. According to this work, TELOBOOSTER 
diminishes the appearance of certain types of cancer.  
 

• Finally, TELOBOOSTER is composed entirely of natural plant extracts 
known since the dawn of humanity. 
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